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Abstract
Background: Triggered by a series of controversies and diversifying expectations of editorial practices,
several innovative peer review procedures and supporting technologies have been proposed. However,
adoption of these new initiatives seems slow. This raises questions about the wider conditions for peer
review change and about the considerations that inform decisions to innovate. 

Methods: We carried out �eld visits to the editorial o�ce of two large academic publishers to study their
editorial process. We set out to reveal how the bene�ts of peer review innovations are understood and to
describe the considerations that inform the implementation of innovations.

Results: This study shows how the publishers’ internal hierarchy determines whose arguments are most
likely to prevail and it explicates the different meanings attached to editorial practices by different actors.
We furthermore show that the editorial process is closely connected to commercial practices of creating
business value, and the very speci�c terms in which business value is understood, such as reputation
considerations and the urge to increase e�ciency.

Conclusion: This demonstrates that commercial considerations extend much further than the publishers’
choice for business or publication models and reach into the very heart of the editorial and peer review
process.

1. Background
Academic peer review plays a crucial role in many of research’s core processes, including grant and career
reviews, but especially in the editorial assessment of papers by research journals. The journal peer review
system and the editorial process in which it is embedded are gatekeepers for the dissemination of
research �ndings, act as a self-regulating mechanism, and, by acting as a selection mechanism, play a
key role in the academic reward system (1–3).

Following a series of scandals and controversies over the ability of peer review to guard research quality
or integrity, several innovative peer review procedures and supporting technologies have been proposed
by a host of enthusiastic innovators. These include the introduction of various software tools, such as
text similarity or statistics scanners; procedures of blinding or disclosing actors’ identities; shifting timing
of peer review in the publication process; and new criteria for accepting or rejecting manuscripts. Each of
these innovations has been motivated by speci�c concerns over �aws in the dominant approaches to
peer review. Some of the suggested solutions even move in opposite directions, such as increased
anonymity versus increased openness (4).

Despite the host of suggestions and innovations that promise to improve the peer review system,
adoption of these new initiatives seems slow. On a global scale, peer review procedures are rather stable
and traditional ways of doing peer review still prevail, despite evidence of �aws in old practices and
proposed advantages of new ones (5–7). Implementation of novel review procedures seems to be
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restricted to speci�c niches (specialties, publishing platforms), with the exception of the implementation
of text similarity software or ‘plagiarism scanners’ (8). If some of these innovations are indeed so much
better than their predecessors, it may seem strange that new review practices do not convince a wider set
of journals.

This raises questions about the wider conditions for peer review change and about the considerations
that inform decisions to innovate. Many of the newly suggested procedures claim to improve the quality
of published research or the fairness of the review process, but these are not the only considerations
informing journal policies. Claims about how novel review formats improve quality, transparency or
scrutiny of the published record – and ultimately might bene�t research in its endeavour to produce and
disseminate knowledge – are omnipresent in discussions on peer review (e.g. 5, 9). The advocates of
peer review innovations assume that these are the features that will carry forward a transformation. While
the discourse about these innovations is thus inspired by strong academic values, it does not account for
the current practical conditions of running a research journal. From the perspective of fairness and
quality alone, it remains unclear how other considerations, such as publishers’ motives or other
stakeholders’ perspectives, may affect decisions to innovate the editorial process. In contrast, the
perspectives and business considerations of publishers have been highlighted in discussions on
publication models such as open access publishing, or the establishment of hybrid journals (10, 11).
However, we show that such considerations extend much further and reach into the very heart of the
editorial and peer review process.

From the perspective of a Science and Technology Studies (STS) understanding of innovations, it is not
so strange that innovations fail to convince users by arguments of superior ‘quality’ alone. Apart from
their meaning and speci�c performance, innovations require integration in existing practices and wider
socio-technical con�gurations, with active involvement of users in light of practical concerns and
relations to other actors. In the case of journal peer review, this comprises several user perspectives,
including opinions about varying peer review procedures in research communities, the willingness of
authors and reviewers to participate in innovative formats, but especially how peer review innovations
relate to existing editorial practices and policies. Hence some of the currently proposed peer review
innovations may be more than just marginal improvements, and are rather suggestions that require
transformative change, affecting not only peer review, but also publishing strategies and economics.
Understanding the appeal of review innovations therefore requires comprehension of the editorial
practices in which they are to land.

In this study, we set out to research editorial practices to reveal how these might bene�t from peer review
innovation, and to describe the considerations that inform such decisions. We carried out �eld visits and
in situ interviews at the editorial o�ce of two large academic publishers to study the editorial process in
close detail and better understand the day-to-day practices and concerns of their employees at all levels.
In addition, we interviewed editors of journals that are not closely related to large publishers. Speci�cally,
we were interested in understanding the considerations that inform editorial transformation, guided by
questions such as: what does the process of transformation look like? Who makes decisions about such
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changes? And on what basis are changes made? We hence mainly focus on intended, deliberately
planned instances of transformation.

We �rst describe our methodology and the editorial practices we have observed. Then we analyse the
process of transformation and reasons to integrate or ignore peer review innovations. In a subsequent
section, we situate the discussion about editorial changes in the currently fast changing academic
publishing landscape, fuelled by discussions on Open Science, the added value of commercial publishers
and the rise of alternative publication models such as pre-print servers. Ultimately, we conclude that the
different meanings attached to editorial practices by those involved, are a prime explanation of why some
practice transformations are more successful than others.

2. Background: Theoretical Framework
In this article, we study the practices involved in the editorial and peer review process of large,
commercial, academic publishers. Following Schatzki (12) and Reckwitz (13), we understand practices
simply as ‘a routinized type of behaviour’ and a temporally and spatially dispersed nexus of doings and
sayings. We will understand individuals as the carriers of practices and hence ‘know-how, meanings and
purposes’ are not taken to be personal attributes, but rather ‘elements and qualities of a practices in
which the single individual participates’ (13).

Following Shove, Pantzar et al. (14), we will distinguish three elements of a practice: materials,
competence and meaning. There is now broad agreement in practice theory that things (material objects)
should be treated as elements of practice. Competence refers to the know-how, background knowledge
and understanding required to either perform or evaluate a performance of a practice (though there might
be a difference between the skills required to do both tasks). Meaning refers to the social and symbolic
signi�cance of participation in a practice at any one moment (14).

In the setting of the peer review and editorial process, the material elements of a practice include
manuscripts, the email and the electronic submission system, and digital tools such as plagiarism
scanners or statistics scanners. The competences involved comprise an academic knowledge level
expressed as an academic degree, expertise in the relevant subject area, know-how of the review and
editorial procedures, familiarity of the editor with the reviewer, English language skills, legal expertise or
ethical background knowledge. Last, the meaning constituting the practice may involve a sense of
academic duty, a willingness to improve research, an appreciation for keeping up with the literature, a
desire to stay anonymous, a desire to make money or create business value, a lack of time, or
commitment to a journal, a research �eld, or a company.

Unpacking the notion of practice a little further, we may consider peer review and editorial practices as an
example of what Schatzki calls complex ‘integrative’ practices (12), since they embrace ‘a set of
hierarchically organized doings, sayings, tasks and projects’. Shove, Pantzar et al. (14) use a somewhat
different notion and speak of ‘complexes of practices’ of which peer reviewing may constitute an
example (embracing the more mundane practices of reading, writing, judging, emailing, etc.). Complexes
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of practices are cases in which practices come to depend upon each other, either in terms of sequence,
synchronization, proximity or necessary co-existence. In such cases, emergent characteristics of the
complex of practice cannot be reduced to the individual practices of which it is composed.

Transforming practices

An important aspect of our study is the analysis of how editorial practices may be transformed or, on the
contrary, what keeps them stable. In previous work on transformation of practices, authors have
distinguished between gradual and radical transformation of a practice. In the former, learning, carrying
and sharing may lead to the capture, commitment and change of some practices and practitioners: the
processes are transformative both of the practitioners involved and of the practices they reproduce. In the
latter, practices ‘die’ and new practices are born as ‘changes in organization are vast or wholesale, or a
practice’s projects and tasks are simply no longer carried out’ (15). One of the explanations for the
extinction of old (bundles or complexes of) practices is that they had too little internal rewards and were
hence not valued for their own sake, but rather as an instrument to obtain something else (16). Other
explanations refer to a lack of symbolic or normative anchoring as well as a lack of connection with and
dependence on other practices. In the current publishing landscape, with large scale shifts in publication
models triggered by open science and open access initiatives (17), both gradual and more radical
transformation in the editorial process may be expected, we will hence focus on both in our analysis. In
particular, we set out to observe the introduction of new editorial practices or changes in old processes.

In short, practices die out when links between their constituting elements are no longer reproduced.
Similarly, bundles or complexes of practices discontinue when one of the practices constituting them
disappears. This can either happen through materials not being available anymore (or changes in
materials, such as modi�cations in the electronic submission system), competences disappearing, or
shifting meanings. Our study examines which factors have most impact on shifting, disappearing and
evolving editorial practices.

Besides focussing on what initiates transformation of practices, a fruitful lens may be to look at what
keeps practices constant and facilitates reproduction over time. One of the factors important in keeping
practices stable comprises the infrastructures in which practices are embedded (18). These
infrastructures allow for routinized actions and maintain the links between different (elements of)
practices, thereby keeping them stable over space and time (19). Monitoring and feedback play another
essential role in the maintenance of practices. It helps them develop, adapt or stay constant over time, as
well as help them travel through space and time. In this, it is useful to distinguish between forms of
monitoring and feedback that link one instance of performance to the next, and those implicated in the
unfolding careers of practices-as-entities. However, both forms critically interact and often connect. This
may happen in at least three ways (14):

When the careers of individuals and practices intersect, monitoring may reveal important signs of
progress and hence encourage further effort and investment of time and energy in future
performances of a practice.
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Methods of measurement may end up changing the performances and the practices they are
designed to monitor. Ample examples of this phenomenon have been described in the literature (20).

Systems of classi�cation and standards constitute ‘invisible mediators of action’ (21). By setting
these standards, templates are established by which performances are compared and which de�ne
what one enactment is a performance of.

Thus, technologies and instruments of feedback are of concrete relevance to establish and maintain
circuits of reproduction, which in turn are of direct consequence for the survival and transformation of
relations between practices and of practices (and their constituting elements) themselves.

In our previous work, we identi�ed a large range of editorial procedures (4) and the current study
examines how and why certain procedures are replaced by others from the perspective of practice rather
than procedure. We hence conceptualise innovations of editorial procedures as mere changes from one
system into another, in terms of our classi�cation of editorial procedures, but studied from the
perspective of the publishing practice.

3. Methods
Our �ndings are based on �eld visits (by SH) to two large, international, commercial academic publishers,
both of which are not associated with universities and have a portfolio of several hundred journals and
book series in a wide variety of disciplinary �elds. As part of access negotiations, anonymity agreements
were made, preventing us from providing more details about the publishers. In total, the �eld visits lasted
for about three weeks and the material consists of �eld notes gathered during 41 interviews or individual
meetings, and 10 group meetings. With our work we follow the tradition of ethnographic �eldwork at
publishers or publishing related organisations, for example by Hirschauer (22) and Jacob (23). In
addition, we conducted three interviews with (managing) editors of journals not closely related to such
large publishers, mainly for contrast

The �rst �eldwork visit took place at the editorial o�ce of publisher A. At this publisher, we mainly
focussed on a set of open access journals and the team managing and working for this set. The second
�eldwork period involved the editorial o�ces of publisher B. Extensive �eld notes were taken during the
interviews, meetings and the remainder of the �eldwork. In particular, the �eld visits comprised observing
the daily and basic work�ow of manuscript handling, as well as discussing the possibilities for changing
this work�ow. We refrained from making audio recordings for several reasons: In the open-plan style
o�ces the quality of the recordings can often be poor, due to background noise. This means formal
interviews can only take place in separate, quiet areas, requiring the interviewees to move away from their
desk, where they would not be able to show what they are doing (but rather have to rely on explaining it
verbally), and they are in a less familiar or comfortable place. Some interviews did take place away from
the desk, but only at the interviewee’s suggestion. In general, we noticed that asking for recordings and
having the recorder visible throughout the interview had an impact on the interviewees. They clearly
tended to feel more reserved. Combining these considerations, we felt that we were able to collect richer
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and more accurate data when not recording the interviews. Alternatively, extensive notes were taken
during the �eld visit, which were consequently processed on the same day. Admittedly, this creates an
extra layer of interpretation by the researcher.

In this article, data is anonymised to the extent that all names of publishers, journals and individuals are
omitted. When presenting empirical data, we provide generic job titles or descriptions to contextualise
quotes or data while protecting the anonymity of the individual. Representatives of the publishers
involved, as well as all editors from the more or less standalone journals, read the manuscript prior to
submission and were given the opportunity to comment on issues of anonymity and factual mistakes.

4. Results: Innovating The Editorial Process
In this section, we will �rst describe the practice of handling a manuscript by large publishers, following
the editorial process from submission to the �nal decision of acceptance or rejection. Subsequently, we
indicate how changes to this process may occur, commenting on the different roles of actors in the
decision-making process leading to changes, the factors that in�uence whether a certain new initiative
will be followed up, will be more widely adopted, or terminated. In this description, we will point to
instances where different practices, roles and infrastructures meet and connect, commenting on how this
affects the innovation process.

4.1. Following A Manuscript: The Editorial Process

Even though some differences exist in the way different publishers handle their manuscripts, the process
is fairly similar in broad terms, at least among the large publishers (both the ones we visited as well as
other large, commercial publishers). According to representatives at the publishers that previously worked
for other, competing commercial publishers, the description of editorial procedures below is largely
generalizable.

When a manuscript is submitted through the online editorial management system, it will be handled by
various actors, each with their own highly differentiated task:

The �rst stage of manuscript processing is typically handled by people usually referred to as
manuscript editors. Commonly, those editors are based in low-wage countries. They might either be
employed by the publisher or work for a vendor company. Manuscript editors perform basic checks
on, for example, the manuscript’s structure, the plagiarism scan, declarations of ethical consent or
issues, or compliance with reporting guidelines. They �ag potential issues to the assistant editor and
may send a bundled query to the author (the latter can typically be done only once in order not to
slow down the process).

The assistant editors or ‘editorial assistants’ (usually based in �rst-world head o�ces) consult the
input from the manuscript editors and can perform some additional checks, for instance assessing
compliance with ethical standards, third party rights, and duplication or overlap with other
manuscripts. They might also send out queries to the author. In general, they try to balance several
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concerns: trying not to slow down the submission process, but also aiming for completeness and
clarity before peer review. This was a common theme that was raised several times i.e. the
importance of making necessary changes or requiring additional information so as not to
inconvenience the peer reviewers, safeguarding them from instances of unclarity, poor language, or
with manuscript structure issues. At publisher A, the assistant editors felt checking for ethical issues
is the most important part of their job and maintains the company’s reputation: “We are very careful.
We have to be very careful in order to protect the reputation of the publisher.” However, this also has
a more formal side to it: “We make sure we’re not getting sued” (assistant editor).
The assistant editors have clear targets with a number of manuscripts they are expected to handle
per day. Handling a single manuscript is a highly standardised practice, which takes them between
�ve and 25 minutes (depending on the level of experience of the individual and the complexity of the
manuscript; most editors reported needing on average about 10 minutes per manuscript).
The assistant editor then asks an associate editor whether s/he wants to handle the manuscript
through the actual review process. In some cases, the assistant editor might be in charge of sourcing
and inviting reviewers, for which they will commonly consult the publisher’s database, or external
databases such as Scopus, Web of Science, or PubMed. Commonly, they will resort to keyword
searches to �nd reviewers, while keeping track of the number of papers an academic has recently
reviewed and how reviewers were rated by associate editors in the past.

The associate editors or editorial board members (who usually are external academics, i.e. not
employed by the publisher, and sometimes called ‘academic editors’) receive the comments from the
assistant editor. They source reviewers, when this is not already done, usually through their personal
networks. In addition, they coordinate the review process and make a recommendation about
acceptance/rejection to the executive editor. This work may be done on a voluntary, unpaid basis or
editors may receive an honorarium. While some in the publishers’ o�ces argue these external editors
are enrolled because of their expertise and connection with the research �eld and the community,
others also point to a cost argument. They argue that publishers aim to have as many manuscripts
handled by associate editors as possible: “ideally, all manuscripts are handled by external editors”
(executive editor), for obvious reasons of lowering workloads for internal editors and hence reducing
costs. This makes recruitment of external editors “an important part of journal development” done by
executive editors (executive editor).

The recommendations for acceptance or rejection are then passed on to the executive editor, or
editor-in-chief, who makes the decision. Executive editors may also have several additional roles: (i)
if no external editor can be found, they take up editorial tasks of sourcing reviewers and managing
the review process; (ii) they recruit new associate editors for the editorial board; (iii) they keep in
contact with / manage the editorial board; (iv) they undertake journal development (rede�ning the
journal’s scope, introducing new sections, managing editorial processes, marketing, etc.), and (v) they
commission speci�c content for the journal (reviews, commentaries, thematic issues, etc.).

The executive editor then reports the decision back to the assistant editor, who communicates the
decision to the author. In the case that the manuscript is accepted, some �nal checks (similar to the
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initial checks after submission, but now stricter) are carried out by the assistant editor. After some
potential �nal revisions, the manuscript is sent to the production units, which may be located in other
countries. The various steps of the editorial process explained above are schematically depicted in
Fig. 1.

Insert here: Figure 1: Schematic overview of the editorial process

Besides many journals owned and operated by the publishers themselves, both publishers have a number
of journals in their portfolio that are owned by professional or learned societies. For these journals the
publisher might take on slightly different roles. Most commonly, the publisher and society negotiate a
division of the tasks mentioned above, in which the publisher performs a subset of the tasks, while others
are maintained by the society. Within such societies, the task differentiation is commonly far less
pronounced than in the large publishers: usually many of the different tasks mentioned above are carried
out by only one or very few people.

In addition to individuals in roles directly related to the handling of manuscripts, several other people are
involved in the core business of daily journal management (i.e. apart from technical, maintenance,
catering or safety processes).

Managing editors or team leaders typically manage a group of assistant editors. They keep track of
their performances (in terms of targets, which usually centre on the number of published/checked
manuscripts), are an ‘escalation point’ for (di�cult) issues with manuscripts, they provide training to
new members, and they distribute new projects over the team members / journals. They might also
have a say in decisions on the journals policy or peer review model.

Journal managers manage the entire editorial process for a series or portfolio of journals. This
person could be accountable for the process management of the journal, managing the editorial and
peer review process, as well as for strategic management of the journal. This could include ensuring
that journals are maintaining certain standards, for instance with respect to growth, author service,
publishing integrity, etc. They can have a prominent role to play in journal policy and might be in
contact with, and undertake negotiations with members of societies a�liated with the publisher.

There are often various support teams, such as those that may help source reviewers in case a
manuscript needs to be handled in-house or an associate editor cannot �nd reviewers. They do this
based on bibliometric techniques, such as by using keyword searches, and use databases of
academics doing reviews for similar journals. Another support team include for example those that
manage editorial inboxes, by taking care of all author queries related to manuscripts ‘under review’.

The review process in the publishers’ journals is conducted pre-publication, mainly through either single-
blind review (in which the reviewer knows the author’s identity, but not vice versa), or open review (in
which both authors and reviewers know each other’s identity – in this case review reports may also be
published online along with the published article). Some journals also uses the double-blind format (in
which neither reviewers nor authors know each other’s identity). Text similarity scanners are used, but no
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other (semi-)automated digital tools (such as statistics or image manipulation scanners). Reviewers, who
are selected by the editors, do not get the opportunity to communicate with each other in the review
process. Some journals at both publishers now also offer the Registered Reports model for doing review
(24). However, editors report that the uptake of this model is still low and hardly any manuscripts are
reviewed in this way.

The publication process at the big publishers is clearly a very layered and hierarchical practice, organising
the editorial process in a long procedural chain, with highly specialised division of labour. The process
depends heavily on connections between, and coordination of the individual actors' practices. These
consist of procedural solutions of providing and delivering information, but also of signalling potential
issues that may need intervention of higher layers in the hierarchy. The material components of the
practices, mainly embedded in the infrastructure of the electronic manuscript management system, play
a key role in aligning and connecting the different tasks. This facilitates fast interaction between the
different layers of the process and coordinates it by keeping track of a manuscript’s status and of internal
and external actors involved. This is also re�ected in the editorial process of some journals not directly
related to large publishers. One of the managing editors of such a journal mentioned: “We use a very old-
fashioned online system. It is very basic, it cannot do much, but it works.” In such smaller editorial teams,
with less specialised division of labour, the online management system is less required to align the
different actors in the editorial process.

Now that we understand the structure of and roles within the editorial process, we will turn our attention
to how the process may change or transform. The hierarchical nature of the editorial process and the
commercial logics that crucially inform its decisions will turn out to be essential factors to explain why
and whether speci�c changes take place.

4.2. Innovating The Process: Getting Ideas

Editorial teams learn about the editorial innovations currently suggested or tried out in academic
publishing in various ways, including some channels of particular interest for academic publishers.

Several of the ideas travel with people moving between publishers or units within the same publisher:
“The idea for the project comes from [the new team leader], who was on [another journal] and now joined
our team. He took the idea with him. He made people aware of the project.” (editor team leader). With
people switching jobs between publishers, not only knowledge concerning (new) editorial practices is
exchanged, but also competences required to perform such practices, hence allowing practices to spread.
Other ideas might reach the team via professional contacts, such as software developers or academics,
e.g.: “I got to know the people who are involved in establishing the platform” (executive editor). Similarly,
editorial board members might suggest new approaches, or they might indicate issues with the current
approach, thereby triggering discussion about how to solve such issues. This is one of the main
information routes for suggestions to publishers from their community and the editorial board keeps the
journal in touch with the community. Another editor mentioned the value of social media: “The main
source would be Twitter, actually”, referring to online discussions and fast circulation of ideas on these
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platforms. Another occasion for new procedures or practices occurs when “the electronic management
systems that we are using, enables something new. That is a major breakthrough for us” (publisher).
Such software innovations give publishers the opportunity to quite easily implement something new, but
they also show that other publishers are working on similar initiatives, creating pressure to keep up with
competitors. What we thus see is that personal networks of people working for the publisher are
important, especially for those working close the community of authors and reviewers. However, also
publishing technology can be a conduit for innovations and can be crucial to their introduction to work
processes.

In this discussion it is important to distinguish between larger and smaller projects, the larger projects
being those either rolled out over many journals or those requiring large investments. Smaller projects
may �nd their way to the project team via the above mentioned formal and informal networks. In
contrast, larger initiatives will come “from very high up” (team leader of editors), referring to the top
management of the company. One of the team members initiating many of the large new projects
explained that projects arrive at their desk mainly in two ways: either the head of an innovation
department suggests new initiatives after consulting with technology companies, which demonstrate
novel opportunities, or “management makes contractual deals with other companies.” This might include
external partners, usually commercial providers of automated tools or review services, which can assist in
review and collaborate through large deals. A journal portfolio’s publisher added that, for the larger
innovations: “We will take the same approach as any other company might take, by looking at the market
and seeing where gaps appear. […] We will look at spots where growth may be realised […] or where we
see an opportunity” (Publisher, referring to market analyses carried out by a dedicated team within the
company). Therefore, information channels do not just pertain to knowledge about academic bene�ts of
innovations, but also about business economics, in particular for larger innovations.

4.3. Innovating The Process: Decision Makers

The same factors mentioned earlier, the companies’ internal hierarchy and the distinction between
smaller and larger projects, become evident when considering who can decide to start, continue or
terminate new initiatives. Commonly, when ideas reach a publisher’s management team, they will �rst be
implemented on a small number of journals, during pilot phases, before deciding to roll them out over a
wider set of journals. Publishers hence opt for rather gradual transformation of the editorial practices,
containing risks and creating learning opportunities. Currently, several trials involving smaller or larger
modi�cations to the publication process are executed in journals managed by the publishers. These
include the introduction of new checks carried out by the assistant editors, or more intrusive
modi�cations, such as offering pre-print possibilities to authors; implementing some form of Registered
Reports, in which research protocols or plans are reviewed before results or conclusions are known; and
the introduction of variants of open peer review, in which peer review reports are published alongside the
articles.
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In the discussions about who can decide to implement innovations, the publisher’s internal hierarchy
becomes very visible. Speaking to several members at the o�ce, the phrase ‘people higher up’ was very
common to describe where decision-making power lies: “These decisions come from many levels above
me” (senior member of product development team). “But I am not the one making the decisions about
this. That will happen higher up” (team leader of editors). This is mainly the case when decisions about
larger projects have to be made: “The decisions about such large projects will be made on the very top
level of the chief publishing director. In general, decisions about such large projects, enrolled [publisher]-
wide, will be on this level. Smaller projects might be handled at a lower level. It depends on the potential
impact that the project has, in terms of investment, required structural changes and potential of
improvement” (publisher executive).

However, even in decisions about smaller projects, the hierarchical structure of large publishers’
organisation becomes evident: “[…] in this case it was the chief editor who decided it, but she had to get
permission from her manager” (executive editor). Or similarly: “Management would then decide whether
this is a good thing to do from a business perspective. If they decide to go for it, we would just do the
implementation right away” (associate in policy team). In practice, decisions are made by managers (who
manage portfolios of several dozen journals) and people above them in the hierarchy.

The situation is more nuanced for society journals, i.e. journals owned by professional or learned
societies in which the publisher has a mainly supporting role. These journals are largely autonomous and
the publishers have only limited involvement with their editorial policies and processes. Hence, decisions
about how to organise the editorial and peer review process are largely made by these societies and their
editorial managers, thereby creating additional layers next to the publisher’s internal hierarchy. Societies
can frequently lead the way in particular community developments and be a source of inspiration for the
publisher. Conversely, if decisions involve discussions over a longer time period it may be more quickly
implemented in journals entirely owned by the publisher.

The decision-making structure both shows clear patterns of hierarchy and layering of the different
editorial practices. Larger projects travel top-down through the company, driven by the decision power at
the higher levels in light of what innovations mean for their concerns. What constitutes a convincing
argument for change varies between different layers in the hierarchy. It is to these meanings and
arguments for change that we will now turn our attention.

4.4. Innovating The Process: Convincing Arguments

Observing editorial transformation processes or asking about past transformations, we analysed reasons
that convince decision makers to enrol or implement new initiatives. Not surprisingly, the commercial
aspect of the publisher plays a crucial role in these decisions, with typical expressions such as: “At the
end of the day we’re still a business.” However, on closer analysis, this commercial argument manifests
itself in quite speci�c ways, related to the publishers’ business model and corporate strategy. It is not just
that business interests play a role in innovation decisions, but how these business interests are
understood.
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First, the publishers seem to be particularly keen on protecting or strengthening their reputation, even at
the expense of additional resources. This becomes clear in the following excerpt from my �eld notes,
from a conversation with a staff member about new initiatives to detect misconduct cases:

'I bring up that, because there are only relatively few integrity cases, it might not be worth a huge
investment. She responds that: “One case can bring a lot of reputation damage” explaining that even
though they have a lot of papers published and only relatively few of those contain issues, these still can
cause major harm to the reputation of the publisher. I reply that hence, even though they might need to
set up systems that take a lot of resources and may only catch a few cases, this may still be worth it,
because it may prevent reputational damage: “Yes, absolutely”, she con�rms. “There needs to be a lot of
trust in the system.”'

Another consideration for the publisher, that is related to commercial considerations, is how the publisher
can add value for researchers. This usually comes in a drive to speed up the editorial process, improve
handling of submissions, decreasing turnaround times etc. However, it was also apparent that a balance
is needed with on the one hand improving e�ciency without compromising on delivering quality. From
conversations with a number of publishing colleagues - at all levels - it was clear that projects are
introduced where the publisher believes they are doing the right thing by the community in upholding
standards that the community supports and are not introducing changes or innovations that would not
receive support from the community.

A second way in which the commercial argument manifests itself, is through a continuous push to
balance a need to speed up the editorial process, decreasing turnaround times and thereby decreasing
costs, within the quality standards of the editorial process and consideration of the research community’s
needs. An executive editor responds to my question of what would be convincing arguments for her
manager: “A lot of it will be time: we obviously don’t do things that increase our turnaround times. Other
factors include concerns about whether it is not too labour intensive, and we balance time and bene�ts”
(executive editor). A member of the product development team explains: “The biggest cost for the
publisher is the editorial process. […] And we do not want to undo any of the efforts that we made via
other means in speeding up the process.” She claims that “this [the increased cost due to more time-
consuming editorial processes] will form the major barrier to enrol the project on a wider scale” (senior
member of product development team).

A closely related third manifestation of the commercial argument concerns the number of submissions a
journal expects. Short turnaround times are not only bene�cial to reduced costs, they also indirectly lead
to increased submissions and hence revenue potential: “Speeding up is required for authors, because
they want quick turnaround times, and for the reputation of the journal” (executive editor). Another
executive editor explains: “In general, when you want to convince people, you need to show that you have
the backing of the �eld. […] In the end it all comes down to the number of submissions we get” (executive
editor). Or a more direct claim: “We could never suggest anything to journals if it either makes the authors
or the reviewers less likely to work with the journal” (Senior Manager, Publishing Team). Another senior
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staff member working alongside society owned journals, told me that: “We persuade people to get more
and better content.” Referring directly to the business value and corporate strategy of the publisher by
strengthening its reputation, an assistant editor team leader stated: “… we always think about how we can
improve the turnaround time, since we may use that as a selling point.” However, this commercial logic
has to be balanced with academic standards and this may involve measures that may con�ict with
individual researchers’ interests. As another staff member later commented: “We reject papers, we retract
papers, we publish papers, and each of these might be an unhappy circumstance for an individual author
or individual reviewer. But what we try to do is the right thing by the community, upholding the standards
that the community supports (..)”

A fourth argument also refers to adding business value, through responding to the needs of researchers
in their various roles as editors, authors and reviewers. Factors here involve costs of introducing a new
project while maintaining appropriate legal considerations and the perceived bene�ts to all parties of
making a change. This becomes clear in a conversation with a publishing associate in the publishing
policy and strategy team:

Me: “So if I understand you correctly, there are two main pillars on which you base your decisions, being
�rst of all the legal aspect: Are we allowed to do this? And secondly the commercial or business aspects:
“Can we actually make money out of this?”

She: “Yes, yes, that is true. But usually we are not directly looking at how much money we can make with
it, because obviously many of these projects, such as the […] project, are not directly making money.
Instead, we usually ask how much money we can afford to put into this. Because it will just cost us
money to build the system, but if reviewers like it, it will make the reviewers happier and they might be
willing to review for us another time.”

Me: “And that might then make the review process go faster and hence lead to a more cost-effective
process?”

She: “Yes, exactly. That is how it works” (publishing associate in the publishing policy, development and
strategy team).

Another indication of what arguments are convincing can be observed in the monitoring and evaluation
indicators for new project pilot phases. Several members of the editorial board explained how they would
measure: “Turnaround times, the number of reviewers engaging, and the rate of reviewers accepting to
review” (publisher executive), and: “The usual thing we would measure is the uptake by authors” [i.e. the
number of authors opting for a newly offered service] (member of product team). Such performance
indicators closely articulate the business concerns in operational terms and translate them into terms
directly relevant to editorial innovations. As we noted earlier, these feedback and monitoring mechanisms
are crucial mechanisms to maintain or transform practices. Specifying monitoring criteria that
operationalise speed and uptake will increase the endurance likelihood of practices that align with
business strategy.
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This attempt to increase e�ciency might have further consequences for speci�c scienti�c disciplines. As
we noted earlier, there is an increasing desire to standardise editorial processes across journals within the
same publisher, mainly driven by e�ciency and economy-of-scale considerations. In this effort towards
more standardisation, approaches are “commonly aligned with those of the largest set of journals that
already use them or in which they naturally �t” (editor-in-chief). Hence approaches are typically modelled
on disciplines in which the publisher holds most journals. This may decrease diversity in review
procedures, potentially at the expense of approaches more suitable in other, smaller research �elds in
which the publisher holds only few journals.

However, commercial arguments are not the sole factor facilitating or hindering innovation. In the
complex hierarchy of tasks within the publisher, a single group of people is particularly involved with the
academic aspects of the editorial process. This group, consisting of executive editors or editors-in-chief,
is fairly distanced from direct �nancial and business considerations. It is this group that seems to be
particularly keen on improving research and for whom a publisher is clearly distinct from ‘any other
company’. One of them claimed: “We are a company, but we are not a manuscript accepting machine. […]
I really want to do it well.” He was positive about his colleague editors thinking about it the same way. “It
needs to go well” he claimed, “else I do not want to work for the journal any longer” (executive editor).
Other members of the company acknowledged this role, describing the executive editors as “the
guardians of quality” (in-house editor).

Once again, we can hence observe how different meanings are attached to editorial practices at different
levels of the organisation. Whereas to some, the practices are instrumental in facilitating company
growth, fostering reputation or creating unique selling points, others attach more academically informed
meanings to the process, aiming to improve science and dissemination of scienti�c results. It is in the
interplay of those layers and meanings that decisions about transformations of the editorial process are
made.

4.5. Innovating The Process: Potential Hurdles

Apart from analysing convincing arguments to implement or introduce new initiatives, the analysis of
what constitute major hurdles to editorial transformations provides another interesting lens. Besides the
legal restrictions mentioned above (such as privacy concerns or issues related to the General Data
Protection Regulation), two main categories of impediments were foregrounded. These were explicitly
articulated and summarised by one of our interviewees: “There are two main hurdles to innovation:
People are very reluctant to change. In the end, we all want to keep things as they are. And there are the
technical issues involved” (executive editor). Both impediments were expressed multiple times by
members of the editorial team, which may indicate that either habits and conventions among certain
actors, or the technical con�guration of the electronic editorial system are indeed the main hurdles to
innovation.

“Sometimes the reviewers have issues with that [new format of the review process], even though they
accept to review in this way at the very start” (executive editor), implying that the instructions did not
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come across.

“I hope to see it being implemented soon. This will require some changes to the [name of the electronic
editorial system]. That is always complicated. It will take a while” (team leader of assistant editors).

Especially the technical hurdle is closely related to the material aspects of editorial practices, whereas
routines are tied to the competence aspects of practices. The preference to either �x the technology or
improve the competences can depend on the level of con�guration that is possible within a manuscript
management system and the costs involved. It may also be constrained by whether technical change and
“automated solutions” are considered preferable, because they require less behavioural change than
individuals involved in the processes.

Hence some of the material and competence elements of (complexes of) practices, may provide barriers
to transformation or innovation. As we discussed earlier, the infrastructural online manuscript
management system plays a major role in connecting and coordinating the various editorial practices.
However, while usually taken for granted and to some extent invisible, it gets foregrounded when
transformations to the system have to be made. This aspect, common to, or even de�ning of,
infrastructures (25), makes the system one of the major hurdles in innovating editorial practices.
Interestingly, these infrastructural aspects are not fully determined by the publisher itself. Both the
structure of the electronic manuscript management system, the developers of such systems, and the
competences and habits of reviewers represent and originate in connections to the editorial practices at
other journals or publishers, as well as the practices of grant review at funding institutes.

5. Discussion: Publishing In A Changing Landscape
Currently, several potentially fundamental changes are taking place in scienti�c publishing. These
changes include a move towards open access publishing, increasingly demanded by major funding
agencies (17), which has major impact on the publishers’ business models. They also include a growing
discomfort of multiple stakeholders in research about the role of (commercial) academic publishers.
Fuelled by discussions about large pro�t margins of such publishers (26), rising prices of subscriptions
and open access fees, combined with simultaneous budget cuts in academic research, these objections
have done considerable harm to publishers’ reputations.

In addition, the rise of other publishing formats, such as pre-print servers that no longer require the direct
involvement of publishers (27), raises further issues about the role of publishers. People have started to
ask questions about how publishers add value to the publishing process or the published literature and
about the justi�cation for spending large amounts of, mainly public, funds on publishing through large,
commercial publishers (11, 28).

Unsurprisingly, members of the o�ces we visited were well aware of this changing landscape and the
potential implications for their work and products. The awareness of the publishers’ need to demonstrate
added value manifests itself in several ways. At one of the publishers, research integrity plays an
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important role in this. In a conversation with a senior team member, she explained that there is currently a
lot of outrage against publishers:

'People say that we don’t need the publishers anymore, because they can just post research on their
personal webpage or submit it to pre-print archives and have other people review it on these platforms.
We therefore have to show the added value of publishing and our work [at the research integrity team] is a
way of doing this.'

She expected that, by demonstrating an effort to uphold integrity and publishing ethics, publishers can
increase trust in the work they publish. “It conveys a message that we are taking this seriously. It shows
people that they can trust the work we publish and thereby we show the added value of publishers” (staff
member).

In fact, such reputational considerations might even warrant deliberate �nancial losses: “Yes, I don’t think
we are making any money on this journal. But it is our main open data sharing journal so we keep it
because we want to seem like a publisher that supports open and transparent data” (member of product
team). This is con�rmed by a senior managing editor at the other large publisher: “there is no direct
�nancial incentive for publishers to rock the boat to make a change. However, there is a long-term
incentive to get involved. Publishers have to show that publishing is different from Wikipedia.”

This is in line with the dominant view on the changing status of publishers, which requires the publishers
to take considerable action. Part of this action, driven by the shift towards more open access publishing,
consists of a changing focus on ‘what the community wants’. While previously librarians would be the
main source and spokesmen of ‘what the community wants’, publishers are quickly shifting their
attention towards needs and desires of researchers, either in their role as authors or as reviewers. This
aligns with the publishers’ business needs: in the subscription-model, librarians were involved in deciding
which subscriptions to buy, but in the open access model researchers themselves are more directly
involved in deciding where to publish and hence where to spend money on publishing.

A stronger focus on transparency constitutes another trend among publishers that is fueled by external
changes in the publishing landscape. By being more transparent about publishing work, for instance by
showing how many reviewers had to be invited, publishers can demonstrate the effort that goes into the
review process, thereby showing their added value: “We need to do a better job in showing how we have
added value. Being open about review and the system is a way of doing this” (senior manager).

We thus see the speci�c meanings attached to parts of the editorial process. The practices of upholding
research integrity and publishing ethics or increasing transparency might genuinely contribute to better
research, but they simultaneously serve a direct business need. By several members of the publishers,
they are understood in a fairly instrumentalist way, as mechanisms to safeguard or strengthen the
publisher’s reputation.
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In this respect, it is necessary to make a distinction between the meanings and values attached to
speci�c practices by the publisher as a whole and by people in their individual capacities. In the
conversations we had with employees we noticed a remarkable usage of the �rst person singular or
plural. When referring to the company’s values and reputation, as well as their efforts to protect those,
interviewees almost exclusively spoke in �rst person plural, e.g.: “We have to be very careful in order to
protect the reputation of the publisher”, “We make sure we’re not getting sued” (assistant editor), and “we
show the added value of publishers” (senior team leader). In contrast, when discussing more academic
interest not as closely tied to the publisher’s commercial interest, interviewees were more common to
speak in the �rst person singular: “I really want to do it well” (in-house editor) and “I dream about a world
not so much focussed on indicators and turnaround times” (executive editor). This suggests subtle
distinctions between personal or professional concerns and company concerns that attach a different
meaning to innovations’ potential.

6. Conclusion
This study identi�ed several factors that are important in transforming editorial practices of commercial
publishers. To understand innovation considerations, we �rst note that the editorial process at large
publishers is very hierarchically structured, with distinct tasks for distinct layers of the process and
thereby a clear division of labour among these layers. Extensive training for in-house editors and
elaborate guidelines and manuals maintain a highly standardised and routinized process. The many
layers of the process clearly express the complexity and inter-relatedness of editorial practices, as a
combination of many mundane, simple practices distributed over various people and places (14).

Analysing how editorial practices may be transformed, we conclude that, while information about new
initiatives circulates widely, projects tend to be typically implemented only on a relatively small scale. For
larger projects, managerial approval has to be obtained. Analysing the convincing arguments for
management to make changes in editorial practices, we observe several recurring themes. The major
factor encompasses a commercial interest, which is understood by these publishers as the importance to
uphold reputation, shorten the editorial process and turnaround times, and increase willingness of
researchers to be involved (either as editors, authors, or reviewers).

However, different meanings are at stake here, attached to editorial practices by people in different
position at the publishers. Some assess and support editorial practices or innovations for how they might
improve research. For others, the main question is what editorial processes mean for the publisher’s
business model. Because the latter meaning is more common among people in higher layers of the
companies’ hierarchy, this meaning tends to prevail in decisions on large-scale innovation projects.
Hitherto, these commercial considerations have mainly been discussed concerning publishers’ attitude
towards open access publishing or concerning predatory journals (e.g. 29). However, we show that they
reach much deeper, in�uencing the core of the editorial process. The potential of editorial or peer review
innovations is not just assessed in terms of whether they will improve research, but also in light of
whether they strengthen the company.
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Last, factors commonly impeding rapid or large-scale changes in the editorial process are often related to
infrastructural aspects such as the electronic editorial system or habits and conventions of individuals
involved. These impeding factors, usually comprising the material and competence parts of editorial
practices, are all examples of instances where the publisher’s editorial practices connect to those of other
publishers, organisations or the wider publishing community.

The debate about new initiatives to develop or improve the editorial system or peer review system is
usually centred on academic arguments: how the review system might improve the research enterprise.
Arguments about the advantages of open peer review or similar innovations highlight advantages for the
research process, obtaining knowledge and distributing it. As new ideas about how to organise the
editorial process emerge, academic or societal considerations are therefore predominant (4). On a small
scale, such considerations may well drive innovative projects in academic publishing. However, when it
comes to large-scale implementation by commercial publishers, other considerations and motives come
to the fore. We show that the editorial process is closely connected to commercial practices of creating
business value, and the very speci�c terms in which business value is understood, such as reputation
considerations and the urge to increase e�ciency. This might help explain why some editorial
innovations have currently been successfully implemented on a wide scale, such as plagiarism detection
software, whereas others remain peripheral, in spite of strong arguments from their supporters. Arguably,
those innovations aligning with the speci�c understanding of the publisher’s business model are most
likely to witness successful implementation. This might provide valuable insights for future endeavours
to innovate the academic peer review system and improve its functionalities.
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Figure 1

Schematic overview of the editorial process


